
CONFERENCES: A CAll TO EXPERIMENT
by Stafford Beer

Editorial note: Stafford Beer is a leading pro1essor ofcybernetics and
operations research currently associated with universities in Britain
and the USA. As an international consultant he is noted, amongst many
other achievements, for his work on a comprehensive economic infor
mation system for Chile under President Allende. Amongst a number
ofbooks, one ofwide interest, entitled« Platform for Change" (London,
Wiley, 1975), summarizes many ofthe meta-problems to be faced by
international organizations. His distinguished colleague, Gordon Pask,
to whom he refers, is associated with BruneI University (UK) and has
his own company System Research Ltd. His recent concerns with
cybernetics have concertrated on human learning and conversation
theory, whose relevance to conferences he demonstrates (see Box).
Stafford Beer's text is the Opening Address to the Silver Anniversary
International Meeting of the Society for General Systems Research
(London, August 1979). The meeting theme was: Improving the human
condition; quality and stability in social systems. His address was im
mediately followed by that of Gordon Pask (see Box). Both are past
presidents of the Society, which was concerned to demonstrate on that
occasion that academic and professional conferences could be de
vised to make them inherently productive and creative experiences for
those who participated ~ irrespective of the size of the published con
ference proceedings (which in this case was a pre-conference volume
of 1051 pages). With the full support of outgoing President of the So
ciety, Richard Ericson, deliberate attempts were made to introdUCe in
novative elements into the organization of the conference in response
to the «communication gap" noted in a pre-conference issue of the
Society's Bulletin:

«Apparently for most of us, conferences are of value primarily for
whatoccurs as « peripheral activity"..That is, in all too many cases

the purported substance of professional and scientific meetings is
really but an excuse for gathering to interact with one's colleagues.
It is the« barand corridor" interaction which appears to carry many
of the vital messages, by no means all of which are irrelevant to the
ongoing conference... The essential elements in the design of this
conference therefore address this perceived communications
gap... "

Stafford Beer's address describes the method proposed to partici
pants. Gordon Pask's provides some conceptual underpinning for the
approach. In the previous issue of Transnational Associations
(1980-1) a briefdescription of what occurred is given within a general
description of « participant interaction messaging". We hope to in
clude in a forthcoming issue an article by A P Mossman and S 0 Ho
well, who were responsible for implementing the computerized feed
back system, et the Society's meeting.
However the results of this experiment are to be assessed, it is import
ant to note that it is rare for such distinguished members of a profes
sional society to focus their concerns at a professional meeting on the
problems of communication within that meeting or within meetings in
general. It is rarer still for t/:lem to act on their beliefs and to be sup
ported in that action by those responsible for the meeting..That their
skills should be specially appropriate to the problems and that the par~

ticipants were agreeable to the experiment were a further bonus.
It is unlikely that this happy configuration of circumstances willbe re
peated soon, even within the Society for General Systems Research.
Those whorisked this unique experiment in international conferencing
are therefore to be congratulated. But hopefully their effortwill not have
been in vain and that other international bodies will take further steps
in the light of the strengths and weaknesses of what they achieved.



Preamble
You have heard Gordon Pask explaining
why he is " against conferences" (Box).
So am I; and I haven't been to one for at
least five years - except once, where I
elected to read some poetry.
Then why am I here?
It is because huge efforts have been
made, outstandingly by our President Ri
chard Ericson, to make this conference
truly innovative - and indeed a systems
affair.
This being so, I am a lucky fellow to join in
the fun; and I shall be luckier still if all of
you will join in my particular seriousness
as well.
Let me focus very directly on the mechan
ics of this meeting.
Any meeting must have some preordained
shape. Otherwise, how is anyone to know
what it is for, whether to come, what con
tribution to prepare, how to get funded,
and so on?
The trouble seems to me to be that the
" preordained shape" very largely deter
mines the results - before anyone has had
a chance to experience the event, never
mind to digest that experience.
When I say" the results", I am talking
about the public record, and especially
the fact that the papers are written before
the event.
But how often have I heard people (and
" people" include me) - we say: "the
best things that happened, happened in
the bar ".
Why should this be so, when so much ef
fort has been put into what happens in the
conference hall ?
It is not just a question of conviviality, of an
" old boys reunion" - or I don't think we
should be saying it. It would be masochis
tic to engage ourselves in a week-long ri
tual merely for the sake of swapping sto
ries in the bar.
Eventually, after donkeys' years of confer
ence-going and conference-observing, I
concluded that the secret was that the in
formal proceedings broke-up the" preor
dained shape ".
The informal meetings HAD NO AGENDA.
The informal meetings WERE SELF-OR
GANIZING.
Could this be so? Yes it could. Maybe,
moreover, it goes to show just how it is
that people who run affairs within reduc
tionist structures toward unadaptive
goals are inevitably stricken with systemic
blindness.

Example
Here is an example that is nearly twenty
years old.
• I repeatedly argued with senior manag

ers of our electrical authority that the
energy produced by combustion was
not just that which emerged from the
generators with the label "electrical
energy" to be fed to the grid. It included
huge amounts of heat, deliberately dis
sipated in cooling towers: this energy
should instead be used to heat the sur
rounding housing estates.

But this was none of their business; and
: " did not understand the economics of
their industry, which was designed to
accept inefficient conversion ".

• I attended on the chairman of the gas
board. He was importing liquid methane
from Africa. In the gasification process,
we had calculated, enough cold was
dissipated to the atmosphere to supply
the refrigeration needs of the entire
country. The value of this cold was
about 30 % of the cost of the gas. I pro
posed to him a cryogenic town, to be
built in East Anglia, which would serve
the entrepreneurs of pure cold.
But this was not allowed for by the Act
of Parliament; moreover, in all fairness,
they" were in the heating business ".

• Some thinking-time later, but certainly
as long ago as the early sixties, I ex
pounded these thoughts to the Ministry
of Fuel and Power. And I proposed to
construct an integrated energy model
for the country (something for which I
had already successfully been respon
sible in two major steelworks, as the
Ministry knew). This model would be
used for simulations of alternative
strategies for regulating the total ener
gy system.
The answer was no.

Today, of course, everyone is talking
about" energy policies" - as if they had
at last, twenty years on, understood that
energy IS a system. However: only a cou
ple of years ago, I was given lunch in an
other context by a distinguished gentle
man. He reminded me, and I had embar
rassingly forgotten it, that he had been the
permanent Secretary who had turned
down the integrated energy model all
those years before. I asked him why. Well,
he replied: " it was an expensive project.
I gave your proposal to a very bright yound
graduate trainee we had at the time, and
that was much cheaper. .. He said there
was nothing in it ". .

Explanation
I could detect no remorse in the souffle at
that luncheon. But it seems to me that
flawed categorization is a major explana
tion of our difficulties; of so much failure, at
such high cost.
If systems people cannot give that argu
ment at least tentative credence, no-one
will. To tell the leaders of affairs that they
are trapped in their own set of categories
is virtually impossible: I have been trying
this all my life. But surely you will accept
this as an hypothesis at least.
So for me to say that the preordained
shape of any conference is also flawed is
not an attack on the organizers of this
conference - of whom I am indeed one. it
is to say: let us not fall into the same trap

Let us remind ourselves of Geoffrey Vick~

ers's wise dictum: " the nature of the trap
is a function of the nature of the trapped ".
In the conference hall we are trapped by
the conventions that we all accept. No
doubt we must do that, to avoid a sham-
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bles. But the trap is no less dangerous be
cause we built it ourselves.
Informally, our individuality emerges, and
our method of " conducting business" is
totally different. Obviously this is largely
because informal groups are small; and
therefore their conventions are quickly but
reliably set up - not by ukase, as is the
conference convention - but by mutual
agreement, expressed merely in empathy
and not in rules. Someone who doesn't
like the way things are going, or is merely
bored, wanders off, preferably without
making a fuss.
The systems problem that I address to you
is therefore this. If the systems theoretic
hypothesis that the conference is neces
sarily trapped in its own categories has
credence; and if a major benefit of our be
ing here lies in the small groups, how can
we bring their deliberations into the com
pass of the conference itself?
Now the world-affairs way of doing this,
and often the conference-affairs way too,
is to nominate working parties to discuss
subsets of problems - whose rapporteurs
report back to the larger assembly. But
thiS simply reproduces the problem in
miniature! It is a laughably counterpro"
ductive answer.
" Nominate" ? We saw that the groups
we seek are self-organizing, and have no
fixed membership.
" To discuss problem subsets" ? We saw
that the groups we seek have no agenda.
I have asked for tentative credence, and
now I ask something more. It is for the col
laboration of everyone present in a sys
tems experiment aimed at solving this
problem - not theoretically, but practically,
for THIS very conference.

Proposal
Here is my proposal.
A large supply of small blank white cards
is available in the reception room.
I ask everyone to subscribe to a single
statement, written on a card, at least by
the time proceedings begin tomorrow
morning, and to mail that card in the post
box provided there.
What statement? That is for you to de
cide. It should be something relevant to
the purposes that brought us all here. It
could be a declaration, a comment, a
question, an injunction, or something else
that you want to put down. But it should be
something you regard as important.
Watch out then for motherhood state
ments. In case anyone present does not
know this trick: make sure that the nega
tive of the statement would find defen
ders. If not, you have made an empty utter
ance.
Perhaps you have more than one state
ment to make. Then please use more than
one card - otherwise sorting becomes im
possible.
Please make a conscious effort to avoid
the accepted categories: of this confer
ence, of world-affairs, and (forgive me, but
especially) of your own specialism.



discovering people/viewpoint networks in conferences

by AJ N Judge

Based on documents, tables and
maps prepared by Stafford Beer, Syd
Howell, Alan Mossman, and Gordon
Pask .

Introduction
This paper gives an overview of the pro
cess and the results of the « Call to exper
iment» launched by Stafford Beer, Past
President of the Society for General Sys
tems Research (SGSR). during the recent
international conference of the Society in
London. The theme of the conference
was: «Improving the human condition;
quality and stability in social systems ».
His justification for the experiment in an
inaugural address, appeared in a previous
issue of Transnational Associations (1). A
description of the process as an aspect of
« participant interaction messaging » ap
peared in an earlier issue (2).
Stafford Beer's specific proposal to the
228 participants is reproduced .here (see
Insert 1). The following description is that
of an interested participant and does not
necessarily reflect all the concerns of the
people who made the whole experiment
happen,namely Stafford Beer and his col
league Gordon Pask (who initiated the
idea and Alan Mossman and S D Howell
(who made it work with some assistance
from the others).

Description of Round 1
Step 1 : Statement formulations
Participants responded enthusiatically to
the proposal. Cards bearing statements
were prepared and left in the « message
box ».

Step 2: Editorial regrouping
The cards were sorted into «foci of con
cern » in the light of the judgment of the
metaconference team. This resulted in 69
« statements» which were typed in se
quence on a numbered list (see Insert 2).

Step 3: Statement list for participant re
sponse
The list was reproduced and distributed to
participants. The list was introduced by
some remarks. As indicated, people were
asked to respond very quickly - and did
so. They were also free to introduce new
statements on cards, by mailing them in
the same box in which the lists were re
turned.

Step 4a: Computer processing (people
correlations)

INSERT 1 Stafford Beer's Proposal

Each reply received from participants was
numbered for identification during data
manipulation. Of the 114 replies, 19 were

. anonymous (although 11 of these seem
ingly because they forgot to insert their
names, for they later identified them
selves, after the data had been pro
cessed). The time-consuming part of the
task (since no typists were available) was
feeding the data into the computer system
via a terminal. Once in, a standard statist
ical programme was used to correlate the
patterns of response of each participant.

This took less than a minute of computer
time at some distant location in the ne
twork. The results were then printed out in
tabular form as indicated in Insert 3. It
shows, for a given pair of participants, the
degree of correlation between the pattern
of their responses to the 69 statements
(0.00 being zero; 1.00 being total; with 
indicating negative correlations).

Because of the format of the table it was
printed out in several sections which were
attached together with adhesive tape
(making a table of 50 x 180 cm).

• A large supply of small blank white cards is available in the
reception room.

• I ask everyone to subscribe to a single statement, written on
a card, at least by the time proceedings begin tomorrow
morning, and to mail that card in the postbox provided there.

• What statement? That is for you to decide. It should be
something relevant to the purposes that brought us all here.
It could be a declaration, a comment, a question, an injunc
tion, or something else that you want to put down. But it
should be something you regard as important.

• Watch out for motherhood statements. In case anyone pres
ent does not know this trick: make sure that the negative of
the statement would find defenders. If not, you have made an
empty utterance. .

• Perhaps you have more than one statement to make. Then
please use more than one card - otherwise sorting becomes
impossible.

• Please make a conscious effort to avoid the accepted cate
gories : of this conference, of world-affairs, and (forgive me,
but especially) of your own specialism.

• You might say something that has never been regarded as
relevant; or someting which - because of the logic ofaccept
ed language - could noteven be said. In that case, your pow
ers of communication will be strained.

• So far I have spoken to you individually, because I believe in
the individual. Make your personal statement, ascribe your
name, and post it - by all means. You personally are the unit
subset of a group.
Then what became of the self-organizing groups of two or
more? Easy: if they can agree on a statement, then all of
them add their names.

• I asked earlier that each of you should « subscribe» to a
statement by the morning, and avoided the phrase « write a
statement ", for just this reason. The more people who dis
charge the obligation that I am trying to lay on them in group
form, the better. Each can make a statement of his own too,
of course, but it would be good to catch on to the synergy of
emergent groups as soon as we can.

• Please PRINT your names.

•



Step 4b: Computer processing (state
ment correlations)
Once the data had been inserted for Step
4a, it was also available to determine the
correlations between the statements (Us
ing the same statistical technique).
« Correlation" between any pair of the 69
statements then means the degree of si
milarity of the profile of responses to
those statements amongst all responding
participants. This of course does not
mean that all respondents attached the
same meanings to the answers they gave.
The results were printed out in the same
way as for Step4a.

Step 5a: Communication of results to
participants (tables)
The two tables (people correlations and
statement correlations) were attached to
a wall in the reception area, and were the
focus of much interest and discussion, if
only arising from curiosity. The two people
responsible, Alan Mossman and Syd Ho
well, explained to individual participants
with whom they were indicated as being
linked.

Step 5b: Communication of results to
participants (maps)
They also used the tabulated information
on people to draw out manually network
maps of the linkages between people (see
Insert 4) in the light of the degree of corre
lation between them. Simple maps could
be constructed by neglecting all but the
higher degrees of correlation (see Insert
5). More complex maps could be con
structed by including lower degrees of
correlation. In each case « isolated" indi
viduals were omitted from the maps, or
listed on the edge of the map. On the
maps the participants were identified ei
ther by number only or also by name. The
latter could of course be obtained from the
table. The maps were the focus of even
more interest than the tables, for obvious
reasons.

Step 5c : Communication of results to par
ticipants (card display)
The cards, once processed by the « edito
rial group » were stuck on a wall in the re
ception area. The wall was roughly divided
into labelled zones which thus served to
cluster the cards. The original intention
was also to use the wall area to present
statements that would be amalgamations
of single-card statements. These would
have been «metalinguistic to the formal
proceedings". Participants would then
have been invited to subscribe their
names to such statements. In practice the
wall space was also used by participants
to display comments that were not pro
cessed through the editorial group (or
may have been deliberately rejected by
them).

Comments on Round 1
Those conducting the exercise formulat
ed a set of comments on the results of the
first Round which were distributed with
the invitation to participate in the second.
The comments are as follows:

Comment 1: Interpreting "average» re
plies

Like every aspect of this process, the
« average" reply is corrupted with ran·
dom noise. There is not only a legitimate
randomness, from the different views
which people hold, and the different
meanings which they give to words, but
also there is a less legitimate element of
randomness, due to vagueness in the
statements, and to the excessive com
pression of using a seven point scale.

Comment 2: "Agree» vs. "Important»
The implication that «agree" and «im
portant" could be handled together on
the seven-point scale was unsatisfactory.
They were meant to be complementary,
but in fact they clashed. Since it is not
possible to cope simultaneously with
« agree/disagree" and «important ",
participants are asked to rate Round 2
statements in terms of « agree/dis
agree» only.

Comment 3 : How to determine a view
We suggest applying a crude filter to re
duce «noise" in the replies. If the re
sponse was only one or seven, with prob
ability 0.5 we should ignore differences of
less than 0.5 between the mean replies,
for a 95 % confidence interval. In the noi
sier, multinomial conditions here, we sug
gest that a mean score of 5 or over may
possibly qualify as a «resolution of the
metaconference ". This of course ignores
all clashes in meanings held, as all reso
lutions do. (There are at least three
« meanings" to statement 10). The next
problem is discussion and persuasion!

Comment 4: Resolutions of the metacon
ference (average score ~ 5)
These may be meaningful votes or may
just be « motherhood" statements. Which
do you think the following statements
are?

(1) 'Don't design the future unless...'
(3) 'The conference should include doers... '

(13) 'Ifone cannot understand how one is part of the prob-
lem...'

(30) 'The political nature of systems practice...'
(32) 'Set up an effective network... '
(33142) 'GST in schools'
(43) 'Quality is not stability.. ' (Contradicting the confer

ence title? )

If the same rule is applied in the opposite
direction, the conference firmly rejected
only two statements:

(10) 'The aim ofscience is 50 - 50 disagreement' (Do we
really believe that science should only research
what is not in doubt ?)

(60) 'Ideas are ofsecondary importance to the names one
gives them... '

Comment 5 : Standard Deviations of replies
We hoped to find varying levels of agree
ment «nd disagreement, but the differ
ences are probably not meaningful, ex
cept perhaps that statement (3) 'Doers
versus thinkers' produced more unanimity
than (41) 'Central control is incompatible
with local autonomy'. (The conference
was evenly divided on this, on some basis
or bases. Some relation between mean
reply and standard deviation is of course
expected in these conditions).

Comment 6 : Clusters of statements
Our manual review of the cards suggested
(to us !) several 'foci of concern'. Not only
are opinions divided on these foci, but the

'foci' themselves seem not to be compat
ible:
- What is the nature of the good
- I know the nature of the good
- How could one 'control' society ('one' and his objectives

being variously assumed)
- We need new notation for qualitative relations
- We must avoid jargon
- We must explicate ourselves and educate others
- We must act on specific problems
- We are inward looking eccentrics
- SGSRis...
- The Conference process is...
- Systems are explicable - or not?
- Systems are personal constructs - (the converse hy-

pothesis might be more interesting.)
- Systems are objective facts
- Systems are fortuitous in Nature generally.

Comment 7 : Correlations of the statements

How should we relate the machine and
member-generated clusters to the sche
ma just given above? (Given that pro
duct-moment correlations are not neces
sarilya stable metric on ordinally collect
ed data).
Correlation can arise for any and no rea
son (we ignored correlations below .35. If
the variables had been cardinal and nor
mally distributed, the 95 % confidence in
terval around zero would have been ±
0.20).
Correlated statements would relate to 'is
sues~ if and only if: the respondents at
tached the same meanings both to state
ments and replies, and if 'issues' them
selves did not have accidental overlaps, in
the attitudes they provoked.

Comment 8 : Uncorrelated statements
There is a striking number of statements
which are uncorrelated with all others. ie.
the conference members showed no
tendency to group them with other state
ments.
These statements may not all be 'issues'.
Some are isolated statements of value or
belief, across which every member holds
his own pattern of views. Others arise
from loose definitions, or from unshared
meanings. Which do you think applies in
each case?

(4) Systems theory may be unique per person
(5) Attitudes change only in catastrophes
(7) Create a unified symbology
(8) 'Free expression' leads to oppression of the meek

(10) Science tries to find statements subject to disagree-
ment

(13) If one cannot understand one is part of the problem...
(20) We create rather than discover reality
(21) Discursive processes .. biased?
(34) Salvation lies in applied theory
(39) Variety reduction the key to system formation.

(Tended to be rejected)
(43) 'Quality' is not 'stability' (Accepted)
(46) GST is a perspective
(47) Ontogenesis
(48) Nature writes symphonies (This piece of anthropmor

phic analogy was accepted)
(57) Better social conditions before better character (Re

jected ?)
(63) Paradigm stages of GST
(67) Science and art of GST

Comment 9 : Clustered statements
The titles we give the clusters are provi
sional and provocative. Do you object to
the title of the cluster, or where you find
yourself clustered? Discuss and persu
ade!

(1) Complaints about SGSRISystems Generally ego 6, 11,
15, 16, 18,25,26,36,42,50,51 (Did the group accept
these on balance ?)

(2) Need to spread the GST gospel, mixed with a general



INSERT 2 Round 1 Statement List/Questionnaire

• Here is a list ofstatements which you, the Conference Mem
bers, have severally made.

• Will you now help us ?
• We invite you to compress your opinions on each of these

statements into a single number; a rating from: 1 to 7. For
example:
1 = disagree/feel unimportant
4 = don't know/neutral
7 = feel important/agree
Please enter the appropriate number against each state
ment in the space provided.

• We have edited some of the statements slightly, in order to
make this form of answer somewhat less unnatural.

• 200 people and 70 statements means we need 14,000
judgements from the conference, by the end of tea time to
day at the latest.

1. Don't design the future unless you can take the responsibility of living in it.
(...)

2. Elections are the outcome of coercion, or of monetary manipulation of infor-
mational channels. (...)

3. The Conference should include" do-ers " as well as " thinkers" (...)
4. System theory may be unique per person. The task of the system sociologist

theorist is to be able to describe these thinking - forms. (...)
5. Attitudes undergo major modifications in catastrophic situations only. ( )
6. 'Systems' ineffective. ( )
7. All efforts to be directed towards the generation of a unified symbology, so that

systems in diverse areas of study can all be seen to be special cases of this
highly generalized supertheory. (...)

8. In faking measures to favour the free expression of human values, societies
weaken themselves, creating conditions which diminish their ability to protect
the safe and free existence of their most civilised human members. (...)

9. General systems theory can reduce prejudice. (. ..)
10. The aim of science is to find statements on which people disagree 50 - 50 %.

(...)
11. SGSR is dying I or pathological. (...)
12. Develop a non-mathematical notational scheme for complex, dynamic phen-

omena. e.g. music, labanotation. (...)
13. If one cannot understand how one is part of the problem, one cannot under-

stand the nature of the solution required. ( )
14. You must lose yourself to find yourself. ( )
15. My first aquaintance with systems people: peculiar men who have lost them-

selves in their systems. (...)
16. The hierarchy of the SGSR is becoming a pathogen to the SGSR, & systems

ideas generally. (...)
17. The Society is badly in need ofanomalous behaviors, and deviation-amplifying

strategies, if it is to move to new levels of organisation. (...)
18. "Conference proceedings" which stretch the arm do not stretch the brain.

(. ..)
19. Much ( systems» research now seems to be looking at variables from the larg-

er system with an old, non-systemic epistemology. (. ..)
20. We increasingly create rather than discover. (...)
21. If there exists a discursive procedure that guarantees a consensus, then it

must first be demonstrated that this procedure is not biased in favour of any
particular consensus. (...)

22. TV and the novel are the only effective ways of changing cultural values.
(...)

23. Even GST-people will not solve problems of war, racial conflict, prejudice, in
equality etc., Letus not frustrate ourselveslsociety by claiming that we can im
prove" quality & stability in social systems ". (...)

24. Systems do not have boundaries, but only limits set in the analysts' imagina-
tion, so systems are imaginary. (...)

25. 'Systems' are ways of communicating our ideas about phenomena to our
selves and others. Nothing else. The communication is currently ineffective.

(...)
26. The lack of progress in 25 years of SGSR is to a large extent due to the fact

that many of the pioneers blundered in with ontological statements without
realising that in producing ontological gnats they had swallowed a camel.

(.. .)
27. You cannot create a viable system through revolution, it must evolve. (...)
28. Choose a pet distressed area in the world. Apply GST on a gigantic interna-

tional cooperative scale (a la IIASA ?). (...)
29. Let SGSR form task-oriented cells for the next decade to address specific so-

cietal issues (energy, health etc.,). (...)
30. The political nature of systems practice needs to be critically examined. (...)
31. Highest SGSR resource priority should be given to modelling and measuring

patterns & flows which sustain the desire to survive. (...)
32. Set up an effective communication network for mutual exchange of new ideas

on general systems and its applications. (...)
33. System theory should be included in the secondary (possibly primary) school

curriculum. (...)
34. The human condition will only improve with action (application) of theory.

(...)
35. Improving the human condition (whilst a marvellous faith) is neither suscept

ible to careful definition, operational meaning nor unambiguous pursuit,
unless that objective is severely decomposed and pursued at many approp
riate levels of resolution. (. ..)

36. The systems movement is characterised mainly by an unquestioned crude
positivism which simply assumes that systems are realworld entities: A phen
omenological paradigm of learning is preferable to the positive paradigm
when the concern is real-world human activity. (...)

37. Respect for the enterprise shown in mounting this experiment should not blind
us to a fatal flaw in it as a would-be example of a self-organising social sys-

• Remember this is the first iteration.
• We are in experimental mode, so please feel free to examine

or criticise our data and methods,
• Fresh statements or additional information should be made

on cards as before.
• Indicate your name (not obligatory).
• If you do this we can report :

The level of agreement and disagreement about issues.
The way you Conference Members have grouped the is
sues by pour collective judgements.
The way you the Conference Members form clusters in the
way you hold opinions.
Lastly we will report to you personally the other two people
who agree most and disagree most with the total pattern
of judgements that you have expressed.

tem. The cards will be prepared and the patterns spotted (more, one hopes,
than mere counting by two people). Since they cannot step outside their own
weltanschauungen all we can get is a digest of the cards distorted by their
frames of reference. Now in a real self-organising social system every single
member simultaneously cc sifts the cards» andacts according to hisor herper-
ceptions. So the verdict has to be: a gal/ant try but not worth doing. ( )

38. I can't get outside of hierarchies! ( )
39. Reducing variety is the key to systems formation. (...)
40. Procedures, rules and milieu conditions thatattract humans to a new, small so

cial system trend to evolve into unsatisfying, non-productive contraints as the
system becomes large and densely populated. (...)

41. Teachers should assimilate GST into the teaching of specific disciplines.(. .. )
42. This conference is really about how to admit the existence of god without em-

barrassing your friends I or upsetting your concepts! (...)
43. Quality in social systems is not stability but a ceaseless, qualitative develop-

ment towards something better. (...)
44. Living systems' development is better facilitated through a process of non-co

ercive recognmon and symbolization of their international structures ofexpe
riencing. (...)

45. Change the election option in all societies' elections to always have one option
" NONE OF THE ABOVE ". (...)

46, G.S. T. is a perspective. Any" theory ", methodology, method must come out
of the perspective (...)

47. Ontogenesis: ignoring our relationship with what we know, we can ontly be
known (and so, entailed) by the objects of our knowing; we grow-impotent.

( )
48. Nature writes symphonies not legislation. ( )
49. Central control is incompatible with local autonomy. (...)
50. SGSR has proven to draw its juice from some gifted men but it is a dry stalk

by itself: no fruit, no future. (...)
51. The General Systems Research movement exists mainly to provide an intel

lectual therapeutic safetyvalve and a psychic income for academic loners 
" Academic Gipsies" - who are reluctant to join the vibrant living world. (...)

52. Use cybernetics and general systems to develop a new approach to econom-
~ W

53. It is appropriate for system scientists to become missionaries and covert de-
cision makers to the general systems faith. (...)

54. SGSR to publish leaflet explaining system science, successes, heroes, fai
lures andongoing research areas, emphasising fundamental differences from
mainstream of disciplines. (...)

55. What is learned from the Meta-Conference ? Cohesions that occur will not be
shared with us. (...)

56. Systems are real, nothing is true, my mind is hungry and over to you. ( )
57. Improvement of social conditions must precede improvement of character.( )
58. The undisciplined General Systems become a bag of tricks to be sold, not a

milieu in which we can learn from each other. I propose the formation of. a
Committee on Discipline, to examine and propose remedies for this problem.

(.. .)
59. Developing cc Systems Language >J does not mean obliterating cc other» terms

established in other disciplines - we need a correspondence. (...)
60. Ideas are of secondary importance compared to the names one gives to them.

(...)
61. Impressing the human condition depends entirely on the ethical standards

(particularly self-denial and regard for others) accepted and acted on by each.
individual in society. (...)

61. SGSR should get involved in application projects- either as consultantslpar-
ticipants or as originators. ( )

62. The major variables in human social systems are politicallattitudina/. ( )
63. A new paradign has three stages:

(1) In-stage: It has become a fashion.
(2) Disillusion
(3) Normalization: the paradigm is judged according to its merits.
We may be somewhere in Stage 2 or in transition to 3 112. Moral: Declining
membership does not matter. (...)

64. A summary without a problem is a bore. (...)
65. Boundaries are by definition undefinable exCept in terms which negate their

existence. (...)
66. There is no concept of quality without the possibility of making or finding

boundaries. (...)
67. The science - and art of systems thinking is the science and art of finding (or

elucidating) conceptual pegs on which to hang (or crucify) our idiosyncratic
vision of the world. (...)

68. SGSR will not usefully survive another 25 years if it continues its march tow-
ards hierarchic governance. (...)

69. The prolferation of the limited liability company is a manifestation of a patho-
logical condition (of our culture). (...)
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'activism' towaros project work ego 28, 32, 41, 52, 53,
54,59,61

(3) Some 'radical' attitudes eg 15, 45, 56, 60, 68
(4) An 'intellectual liberal' attitude ego 12, 17,28, 44.

Comment 10: Correlations of people
The charts are on display, together with
the correlation matrix, and the actual list
of all the replies which were made.
Do the correlations mean anything? We
know that ambiguities abound both in the
statements and in the single number an
swers. The correlations give equal weight
to all the variables - notjust the ones you
personally feel strongly about (there are
potentially 100 such 'personal' correla
tion matrices, each a selection from 268 , or
about 1020, possible sets of questions).
Only if a) two people held similar mean
ings; b) their respective correlations with
each other were both high; c) the state
ments carried importance to each, would
the correlations convey real similarity be
tween two people. (But should we be try
ing to meet our opposites, or even 'un
correlated' people ?)
In these circumstances, our release of the
correlations is simply one more input to
the conference. We don't know what ef
fects you will cause that input to lead to.
But... we were interested to see that a
husband and wife had a correlation of .75
(nearly the highest), and that they had
agreed on the meanings for the state
ments before deciding their answers. We
also noted very little tendency for the
members of anyone institution to corre
late!

Description of Round 2

Step 1 : Statement formulations
Participants were invited to drop state
ments in the message box at any time, so
that this procedure was in operation in
parallel with the later Steps of Round 1, as
well as in response to its outcome. Cards
were collected from the box by the 'edito
rial group' whenever convenient.

Step 2 : Editorial regrouping
The editorial group retained those state
ments from Round 1 which « looked like"
potential «resolutions", together with
some new statements emerging from
Step 1, plus some statements they noted
from the manual analysis.

Step 3 : List for participant response
The resulting list of statements (see Insert
6) was distributed to participants with the
above comments on Round 1 and the in
vitation to respond as before (except that
the scale 1 to 7, was now to signify from
« disagree" to «agree", and excluded
the notion «unimportant" and « import
ant ,,). It was also clearly indicated that
the computer processing would only be
undertaken if « a clear majority of the con
ference responds ".

Step 4a: Computer processing (people
correlations)
This was a repetition of Round 1 Step 4a.
Of the 84 replies, only 1 was anonymous,
although there may have been several
pseudonyms (since a few people could
not be identified from the participant list 
maybe they did not register).

Step 4b: Computer processing (statement
correlations)
This was a repetition of Round 1 Step 4b.

Step Sa : Communication of results to parti
cipants (tables)
The two tables (people correlations and
statement correlations) were only avail
able for the closing plenary session for in
spection by participants. It was however
possible to draw conclusions from them
for a verbal presentation to the closing
session.

Step Sb : Communication of results to parti
cipants (maps)
A network map of the participant linkages
could only be prepared after the event
(see Insert 7). None was prepared from
the statement correlations (as was the
case for Round 1).

Comment on Round 2
(in comparison with Round 1)
Comment 1 : Different participation
In Round 1 there were 114 participants. Of
these 56 participated in Round 2, which
had 84 participants altogether. This infor
mation may not be completely accurate
because some of the 8 who remained
anonymous after Round 1 may have par
ticipated in Round 2 (there was only one
« anonymous" person in Round 2).
It would not be appropriate to conclude
too much from this turnover in partici
pants. In an academic conference it is nor
mal for people to attend for only brief pe
riods which may have ensured their parti
cipation in the first or second Rounds only.
It is also to be expected that those who
emerged from Round 1 as « well-connect
ed » in the network map would be rein
forced in their interest in Round 2 and the

INSERT 3:
Portion of computer
people-correlation tabulator
output for Round 1
(Participant names and allocated num
bers in left margin; participant numbers

process in general. Conversely, those
who emerged from Round 1 as «poorly
connected ", world not be especially in
terested in Round 2.

Comment 2 : Resolutions of the metacon
ference
The average and standard deviation of re
sponses by participants to the 25 state
ments (see Insert 6) are given here in a
corresponding table (see Insert 8). In the
light of Round 1 Comment 3, it was con
cluded that Statements 1, 2,4, 5, 7 (espe
cially in the light of 3), 15, 19, 20, 21, 23
and 25 could be considered to be « reso
lutions ". There is of course a problem of
concealed differences, in interpretation,
although these would also be present un
der other conditions. With regard to the
standard deviations, Round 1 Comment 5
should be noted.

Comment 3 : Content of resolutions
It is clear that the « resolutions" are, far
from being earthshaking. As with many
sets of resolutions they suffer from not
having been conceived in terms of the ad
dressee. As such they have fallen into ob
livion already. The content of the state
ments for Round 1 was equally uninterest
ing - particularly if it was supposed to ref
lect what individual participants held to be
most important in relation to the confer
ence. The question here is whether this is
a reflection of the metaconference pro
cess or did the latter merely reveal the
banality of what is central to the preoccu
pations of a set of intelligent people at an
international conference of this type? Of
course it is easy to argue that the metho
dology was such that the process cannot
be said to have revealed anything, How
ever if the process did reveal what can be
considered as the symptoms of partici-

also head each column. Example: Do
nald (4) and Bloch (8) have positive corre
lation 0.40 giving thin line connection on
Insert4 map. Black circles and triangles
were used to highlight signifiant correla
tions when drawing maps. Note absence
of high negative correlations).

-
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Partial network of people from Round 1
(Thick lines: correlation 0.50; thin lines
correlation ;? 0,40 <; 0.49)



pant « disease» it may be that future de
velopment of the process can help to
remedy that disease.

Comment 4 : Change in participant correla
tions (map)
The network maps arising from Round 1
(Insert 4 and Insert 5) may be compared
with that arising from Round 2 (Insert 7). It
is unfortunate that processing of the data
did not result in the same numbers being
allocated to people in the two rounds, but
even after establishing the correspon
dences it is clear that the network of
Round 2 bears little resemblance to that of
Round 1, in terms of who is linked to
whom. Clearly since the maps were hand
drawn in an unsystematic manner the
structures cannot be compared as a
whole. This limitation can be better under
stood in the light of an earlier participant
map initiative by Peter and Trudy John
son-Lenz (3). As one of the participants
however, I cannot deny that although in
Round 1 and Round 2 I am indicated as
highly correlated with different sets of
people, in each case one of the people
(previously unknown to me in both cases)
shared a very important range of concerns
which it would have been difficult for me to
express verbally in any simple statement.
It would certainly have been difficult to re
late such a verbalization to the state
ments in either Round. In both cases the
shared interest was confirmed before the
network map was available.
If there had been more Rounds, and if the
statements had been of better quality and
covered a wider range of issues in a more
systematic manner, it is likely that the re
lationship between the maps would be
greater. Also if all respondents had been
indicated on the maps with an appropriate
range of line thicknesses it would be much
clearer what was happening. Other
aspects of this question are discussed
under « future possibilities» (below).

Comment 5 : Number of Rounds (delays)
it was not possible to have more Rounds
because although it was a 5-day confer
ence, the idea was presented on the first
day. The list of Round 1 statements was
distributed on the morning of the second.
The replies were collected that same day
and the results were available on the third
day. The list of Round 2 statements was
available on the fourth day and closing
time for replies was mid-afternoon. The
results were available at midday on the
fifth day. The main delaying factor was the
time taken for data input via the terminal
using semi-skilled typists, which took
about 6 hours in the evening for eac;:h
Round. If this time could have been re
duced, and the editorial work and state
ment typing streamlined, one or more
Rounds a day could have been achieved if
this were desirable.

Comment 6 : Resources required
Under the conditions of this experiment
the resources required Wtre very modest
since the time of those involved was given
freely. I understand that the computer pro
cessing (once the data had been input) in
volved less than an minute of central pro
cessor time all told. The terminal was
available through a university institute.

Comment 7 : Iterative philosophy
During the experiment the « Rounds»
were called « Iterations». The intention
was, through several iterations, to arrive
at a convergence of viewpoints and to est
ablish some measure of consensus. This
approach is similar to that of the well
known Delphi forecasting technique. The
question is whether seeking for conver
gence and consensus is what is most
significant about Beer's initiative. It could
be argued that it is a technique which
does not require that variety be reduced in
the manner of the Delphi technique. Mea
ningful results can be presented concern
ing the relationship between a diversity of

viewpoints. The quest for consensus may
be analogous to hunting the chimaera. It is
not necessary, even if it is possible, and it
encourages dangerous delusions con
cerning the stability of consensus and the
structures that can be built upon it.

Future possibilities:
analysis and tables
1 : « Tidying up » the package
Whilst all the elements of this experiment
have been available for a number of years,
it is only now that it is becoming easy to
relate them to a conference environment.
It is now quite feasible to rent a telephone
linked portable computer terminal for a
conference, to feed the questionnaire
data in from the conference site, and to
print out the tables there. The question is
whether in a given case it proves desir
able to do it this way rather than to take
the questionnaires round to any computer
bureau (commercial or institutional) and
have the data entered there, processed,
and printed out on a high-speed printer.
With regard to computer programmes, the
statistical programme is a standard one
which any bureau should possess, wheth
er for batch or on-line operation. The ex
periment needs to be repeated in a num
ber of settings to establish a checklist of
recommended procedures and guide
lines. Hopefully conference centres and
professional conference organizers will
see this as a useful addition to the ser
vices they already offer, which are in some
cases computer-based.

2: Round flexibility and variety
Once the procedures have been im
proved, many more Rounds would be pos
sible. These may be conceived in various
ways:
- a « converging» series of iterations (as

Beer envisaged)

INSERT 6 Round 2 Statement List/Questionnaire

1. Don't design the future unless you can take the responsib-
ility of living in it. (...)

2. Systems theory should be included in the secondary (pos-
sibly primary) school curriculum. (...)

3. Ideas are ofsecondary importance compared to the names
one gives to them. (. ..)

4. Quality in social systems is not stability but a ceaseless,
qualitative development towards something better. (...)

5. The political nature of systems practice needs to be crit-
ically examined. (...)

6. We know what would be good for the Society, if only we
could achieve it. (...)

7. The Conference should include 'do-ers' as well as 'think-
ers'. (...)

8. The objective ofsystems theory in society is to provide the
tools for controlling society. (...)

9. We are 'thinkers', not 'doers'. (. ..)
10. Systems are in principle capable of being explained fully.

( )
11. Systems in Nature are fortuitous, not designed. ( )
12. Systems have objective existence. ( )
13. Systems are only personal constructs. ( )
14. Personal constructs are systems. (...)
15. Interpersonal constructs are systems, and should be rese-

arched as such. (...)

16. Study of continuous quantitative systems has priority. (...)
17. Studyof qualitative nets has high priority. (...)
18. Study of stochastic systems and entropy has high priority.

(.. .)
19. Descriptive study ofactual functioning social systems has

high priority. (...)
20. Don't design a blueprint for the future, but let us contribute

to a vision of a future that will fulfil human potential. (...)
21. The fulfilments of the consensus views so far will require

education, action, consideration, underpinned by consist
ent theorizing. The conference should these things. (...)

22. Our understanding and communication about systems
work would benefit from maintaining a clear distinction be
tween technical action (problem-solving, value-exclusive)
and practical action (meaning - communicative, value-in
clusive). (...)

23. General systems theorists dont' necessarily have to solve
problems from without; they can instead illuminate them for
the immanent solution-finding (evolutionary) powers of the
system. (...)

24. The SGSR should stop examining itselfandget on with ex-
amining systems. (...)

25. Beware the hubris of the illusion of control of living sys-
tems. (...)

•



- single Rounds based on a particular set
of statements (whether formulated by,
through, or without, an 'editorial group')
in the light of specialized concerns
emerging during the conference

- an "introductory" Round, specially
conceived prior to the conference, as a
set of statements from the pattern of re
sponses to which participants could
then determine with whom they mayor
may not share concerns (a "warm up
conversation piece" to supplement the
public relations function of introductory
receptions and cheaper).

3 : Larger conferences
Whilst the possibilities of the previous
point are interesting, it is important to be
realistic about participant attitudes to
questionnaires, and the data input and
processing load in the case of large con
ferences. It may be less of a " drag » to

participants if the statements are ordered
in sets within the statement list, with the
smaller sets preceding the longer sets.
Participants could then be asked to give
priority to the smaller sets and to stop as
soon as they lost interest. Also they could
be asked only to respond to the points
with which they strongly agreed or dis
agreed, the remainder being treated as
" uninteresting ". This could reduce the
data input load, which would of course be
important in conferences of over 100 peo
ple. There are of course constraints in us
ing the standard statistical packages.
These may limit the number of statements
per Round or the number of participants. It
is possible to get around this, somewhat
unsatisfactorily, by splitting the Rounds.
Another constraint may be the amount of
computer memory or processing time re
quired, depending on the computer.

4: Edited tabular output
It would be helpful to have a specially de
signed interface programme to ease the
task for those unfamiliar with statistical
packages. This could also provide an ap
propriately edited tabular output. It would
be convenient to produce summary
" measures" for each individual in a table
(especially in the light of the next point)
and to facilitate comparison between data
for succeeding Rounds.

5: Social network characteristics
A number of indicators is available to exp
ress the position of a person (or a state
ment, for that matter) in a network, includ
ing centrality, range, intensity, and for the
network as a whole, coherence. Special
statistical packages are available to cal
culate these and they could be output in
tabular form. (Information may be ob-

INSERT 7
Partiel network of people from Round2
(Thick lines: correlation ? 0.75; thin
lines: correlation? 0.6 ~ 0,74)



tained from: International Network for So
cial Network Analysis, clo Professor Barry
Wellman, Department of Sociology, Uni
versity of Toronto, 563 Spadina Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1A1, Canada).

6 : Privacy considerations
Whilst participants may be very interested
in how they individually are related to
others in the pattern of responses, they
may be somewhat reluctant that others
should know their position within the patt
ern. This will depend on the conference
and on the individual. The option of anon
ymity can be preserved by allowing the
use of pseudonyms. Individuals can then
choose to whom they reveal their identity
in discussing the results. This ensures
that "isolates" do not feel exposed.
There are of course many interesting pos
sibilities whereby participants may use
multiple identities to express contrasting
or " false" opinions in order to " distort"
the dynamics. This is a characteristic of
computer conferencing and has advan
tages as well as creating problems. Ethi
cal problems may also be raised by the
use to which the conference secretariat
allows the data to be put.

7: Correlation (connectedness) lists
In relation to point 4 (above), a simple
computer programme could be designed
to presen t a table of participant names in
several columns, sorted as follows:
- col. 1 : name of participant (either sort

ed alphabetically, by number, or by dec
reasing average degree of correlation)

- col. 2: names of participants with
which the col. 1 name is correlated,
sorted in order of decreasing correla
tion (possibly omitting insignificant
correlations, although negative correla
tions may be especially interesting)

- col. 3: names of participants with

INSERT 8
Round 2 statistics

Average Standard
deviation

1 0.58 0.19
2 0.58 0.15
3 0.22 0.18
4 0.60 0.14
5 0.58 0.15
6 0.28 0.18
7 0.61 0.15
8 0.24 0.21
9 0.35 0.22

10 0.30 0.23
11 0.44 0.21
12 0.38 0.24
13 0.36 0.23
14 0.49 0.21
15 0.54 0.16
16 0.28 0.18
17 0.41 0.21
18 0.42 0.19
19 0.53 0.19
20 0.59 0.15
21 0.52 0.20
22 0.42 0.21
23 0.60 0.13
24 0.45 0.21
25 0.56 0.16

which each col. 2 name is correlated,
sorted in order of decreasing correla
tion

- col. 4: names of participants with
which each col. 3 name is correlated,
sorted in order of decreasing correla
tion.

Clearly column 4 would tend to have
names on every line, whereas column 1
would tend to have only one name per
computer page, for example. (The table
would be many computer pages in length).
The page would then be an interesting
document to make available to the partici
pant named in column 1. One such docu
ment could be sold to each such partici
pant to cover the cost of this conference
service. Other information could of course
be included against each name in the light
of point 5 (above), point 8 (below).

8: Changes in correlations
Although the information is available by
tedious visual comparison of the tables
arising from each Round, it would be an
advantage to be able to use a simple com
puter programme to compare the results
of succeeding Rounds and to indicate the
significant changes. Such could, for ex
ample, be indicated as extra information
on the tabular listing described in the pre
vious point.

Future possibilities: mapping
and tensegrity
1. Line-printer graphics
The major handicap in this whole ap
proach lies in the problem of presenting
the results in a manner which can be
grasped by the uninitiated. The tables
produced by the standard statistical
packages are totally unsatisfactory as a
medium through which to communicate
with the average participant. Hand-draw
ing maps from those tables is a thankless,
time-consuming task which is difficult to
perform satisfactorily (even when a draft
is produced). Unfortunately network maps
cannot be satisfactorily generated on the
conventional line-printer because of the
difficulty of drawing lines at various
angles. Before considering plotters (see
point 3); it is worth investigating the pos
sibility of using the advantages of the
high-speed printer to generate the ne
twork without the lines. The main problem
in network mapping is working out the
best position to locate the nodes to which
lines are to be connected. This is a neat
problem which can be solved by compu
ter. If the programme in question then sim
ply lists out one computer page with the
node numbers appropriately positioned,
and follows it with a second page listing
which numbers should be connected to
which, the map drawing time is reduced
ten-fold. The drawing process can be fac
ilitated if the programme lists the approx
imate grid coordinates for each number
indicated on the second page, and prints
out that grid as a border to the first page.
If the first digit of the correlation coeffi
cient (+ or -), available to the programme
for each number pair, is listed on the sec
ond page next to the pair then this can be

used as a guide for the thickness (or co
lour) of the line to be draw manually be
tween them.

2. Line-printer graphics
(individually oriented)

The previous approach might prove satis
factory if only a few maps needed to be
draw (as a task of the conference secre
tariat). It may however be more useful to
produce "personalized" maps for each
participant (e.g. in the case of a larger
conference). In which case the pro
gramme should position node numbers
around the specified node number (for the
individual) centred in the middle of the
page -one such page being produced for
each participant, who could then be asked
to cover the cost of this service. It would
be up to the individual to connect up the
nodes according to the instructions on the
second page (as under point 1).
Obviously the same mapping programme
could be used for node numbers signifiy
ing statements rather than participants.
(N.B. In order to facilitate comparison be
tween maps arising from different Rounds.
as discussed under Round 2 Comment 4,
consideration should be given to printing
the same pattern of numbers so that the
numbers are not repositioned between
Rounds).

3: Graph plotters
It is quite incredible that it is the difficulties
of network drawing which have held up
the development of this whole approach
and yet graph plotting devices have been
available on the market for a number of
years (and as a necessary device in the
universities in which many conferences
are held). The demand is not yet such that
the portable plotters can be easily rented
for short periods, but this could soon
prove to be the case. It is quite feasible to
think in terms of an on-line terminal-plus
plotter rented unit which could be used for
the duration of a conference to draw out
maps. This could tend to be a substitute
for the single map compromise (see point
1), rather than the multi-map situation
(see point 2), because of the slow speed
at which such plotters work. Aside from
the hardware problem, there is also the
software problem of determining how the
lines between two points should best be
drawn. Packages to do this already exist.

4: Ordered maps
The criterion for the construction of the
maps in the points above is simply an
«appropriate spread» to facilitate line
drawing. The result, although highly desir
able for lack of anything better, does not
represent all that we might hope to
achieve. The question is whether such
maps can be organized according to addi
tional criteria which would help to high
light significant patterns. In particular it
might be asked why it is assumed that
such maps are most satisfactory when
they are " flat ". It is possible that greater
significance might emerge if they were
drawn as projections of a mapping onto
some curved surface, or spherical approx
imation.



5: Negative correlations and map cuva
ture
It is fairly obvious that a conference based
on the pattern of agreements between
people which ignores, or suppresses, any
pattern of disagreements would be a ra
ther insipid and uninteresting event.
There are limits to the dynamics of mutual
appreciation and to the number of people
who can sustain it for any length of time.
Conferences thrive on disagreements and
responding to them is what much of con
ferencing is all about. It is therefore inter
esting that the spread of statements de
scribed above in Beer's experiment gave
rise to very little negative correlation.
Namely the participants tended to agree
about their disagreement with certain
statements.
The results seem to indicate an insuffi
cient pattern of basic disagreement. And
maybe this is what helps to make confer
ences so boring - disagreement is rarely
expressed adequately. Those who dis
agree most violently tend not to attend,
making the event into an exchange
amongst those who basically agree on
matters most important to them, and only
disagree on matters of less importance to
them. This contributes to the "flabbi
ness" of many conferences (a concept
discussed elsewhere in relation to ne
tworks, see (4) ). The challenge is to find
ways of " tensing" conferences, or " tun
ing " up the conferences to a greater level
of dynamism. It is possible that this could
be achieved by seeking ways to balance
the patterns of agreement and disagree
ment in new kinds of configurations (as
has been argued elsewhere in relation to
organizations, see (5,6).
The key to thinking about this is to consid
er "agreement" correlations linking
nodes to be represented by strings (pos
sibly of different thickness according to
the strength of the correlation). Such a
network of strings could be pushed into
any shape without affecting its topology.
But if the negative (" disagreement,,)
correlations are now represented by
sticks separating nodes, the network can
no longer be freely manipulated. There are
constraints of course. If there were only
disagreements (sticks) between people, it
would be very difficult to modify the rela
tionships between them - the conference
would be blocked, or blown apart (as an
" impossible" configuration of relation
ships determined by the sticks).

. Fortunately there is a very interesting
range of configurations in which the num
ber of sticks and strings can be balanced.
These are known as " tensegrities " (from
tensional integrity) and are characterized
by patterns of spherical symmetry (5,7).
Briefly the strings form an approxi"mation
to a spherical network which is prevented
from collapsing (like a net shopping bag)
by the pattern of sticks which separate

. the nodes. Conversely, the pattern of
sticks is prevented from disintegrating
into an unconnected jumble by the ne
twork of connecting strings. The centre of
the spherical configuration tends not to be
crossed by sticks or strings in the more
dynamically stable configurations. There

seems to be no obvious reason why the
configurations of agreement and dis
agreement in a conference should not
give rise to equivalent balanced patterns.
In which case we could expect to move
beyond the kinds of maps indicated here
(Inserts 4, 5, 7), in which the thicker lines
of higher correlation "end" at the
" edge" of the map.

6: Towards engendering thematic ten-
segrities and geodesic conferences

We can now start to think how the above
approach might be used to move beyond
the idea of participating in a conference to
discuss some predefined question or
theme. How can we elaborate procedures
which help to elucidate the integrated
configuration of themes which are partial
ly shared by a corresponding configura
tion of participants, in such a way that:

- the majority of participants perceive
themselves each to be sufficiently
" wellconnected " to a limited number
of others

- the pattern of connections around each
participant partially overlaps that
around more distant other participants
(Le. minimizing total isolates, unless
mutually acceptable as a stimulus 
conference "roughage"), where dis
tance effectively signifies distinct per
spectives.

- the total pattern of connections is not
planar with a periphery of outlying iso
lated participants, but rather it is an un
bounded curve so that the pattern of
connections is continuous in all direc
tions (namely as on an approximately
spherical surface).

- the pattern of positive correlation (local
agreement) connections is counter
blanced by a pattern of negative corre
lation (local disagreement) connections
so that the maximum range of contrast
ing perspectives (variety) is deployed
without tearing apart the pattern of
agreement associated with the network
as a whole.

This has the advantage of reflecting the
widest possible spectrum of perspectives
within the consensual network - without
attempting simplistically to arrive at total
consensus on particular issues (which
would distort the network or rip it apart).
Such an unbounded curved network does
not have an "occupied centre". The
" centre" of the sphere is inaccessible to
the surface network which defines it. It is
this centre which is effectively the un
stateable common reference point for the
network - unstateable because no formu
lation from any particular local surface po
sition would lead to " agreement around
the whole surface ". It is the" emptiness"
of the spherical network which effectively
defines (or is an indication of) its utility to
its participants and to the external world.
It is a viable pattern which has defined it
self in relation to other patterns in society
(by having insideness and outsideness in
Buchminster Fuller's terms, see (7)).
Areas of the surface of the sphere then in
dicate possible common interest groups
(Le. at a conference). But as the specified
area is increased, the probability of the

common interest group being "viable"
decreases, because of the increasing dis
parity of interests thus" unbalanced" by
the complementary part of the spherical
network. In other words, once the « horiz
on effect» becomes signifiant, communi
cation based on external referents, be
comes a problem (because each area of·
the sphere is effectively exposed to a dif
ferent data base).
The patterning of such thematic tensegri
ties could open up the possibility of non
linear agendas which could reflect more
adequately the complexity of the social
conditions which conferences attempt to
encompass. This has been discussed
elsewhere (8,9).
Moving away from "resolutions» based
on unanimity or the" democratic majori
ty " towards such variegated consensual
outcomes is highly realistic, providing a
stabilized (spherical) «platform" on
which new forms of organized action can
then be based. We can no longer depend
upon managing action based on agree
ment (and the associated variety reduc
tion), we have to find solutions to the more
challenging problem of the self-menage
ment of (partially ordered) configurations
of disagreement - and benefitting from
the variety of perspectives thus encom
passed.
" Resolutions" necessarily tend to give
rise to simplistic hierarchical structures to
implement them. By contrast, this ap
proach delineates the pattern of the dec
entralized organizational network needed
to operationalize the complex range of
tasks reflected in the contrasting partici
pant perspectives - whilst still maintain
ing its integrity.
Appropriate maps are required before we
can start to explore the art of « maturing"
the pattern arising from participant re
sponse to any particular set of state
ments. Withsuch maps we can move bey
ond the dominant « flat earth" conceptu
ality into a more appropriate « spherical"
mode (10).

Conclusions
The experiment launched by Stafford
Beer with the connivance of the outgoing
President of the Society for General Sys
tems Research, Richard Ericson, was a pi
oneering effort. Some of the results were
of obvious interest to participants, but the
experiment was judged a « failure" in that
it did not significantly effect the conclu
sions of the conference or generate a
breakthrough in response to its theme 
as was the ambitious expectation.
The experiment was a «success" how
ever in that it showed that appropriate re
sources could be assembled and that the
various steps could be meaningfully carri
ed out under real (non-laboratory) condi
tions in real-time by real people. It is pos
sible to criticize the methodology, particu
larly when compared to the sophisticated
social network analysis techniques now
available. But it is the fact that those re
sponsible for the latter have never applied
them to the reality of an international con
ference that makes Beer's experiment so



Towards a new recipe for conferences: blending networks and hierarchies
by weaving together patterns of agreement and disagreement around an
" empty» centre (*)

Conference hierarchies
(agenda topic subdivision of formal
organization of people)

Tensegrity
conferences

Conference networks
(associative network
of topics or informal
network of people)

The wise man therefore... sees that on both sides of
every argument there is both right and wrong. He also
sees that in the end they are reducible to the same
thing, once they are related to the pivot of Tao. When the
wise man grasps this pivot, he is thecenter of the circle,
and there he stands while <.< Yes l) and « No " pursue
each other around the circumference ;'.
- The Way of Chuang Tzu, interpreted by Thomas Mer

ton, Londen, Unwin, 1970.

« Zero and the concept of emptiness, too, are compar
atively late inventions (clearly because they too ieave
nothing to hold onlto in explaining them). Even now we
find it hard to conceive of emptiness as such: we .only
manage to think of it as the absence of something pos
itive n. Yet in many metaphysical systems, notably
those of the East, emptiness and absence are regarded
as more fundamental and ultimately more substantial
than presence. This is also connected with the fact, now
acknowledged by most biologists, that symmetry, being
the natural condition of an unstressed situation, does
not require explanation, but on the contrary it is
asymmetry which needs to be explained. »)

- Christopher Alexander. Notes on the Synthesis of
Form. Harvard University Press. 1971, p. 197.

Thirly spokes share the wheel's hub;
It Is the centre hole that makes it useful.
Cut doors and windows for a room;
It is the holes which make it useful.
Therefore profit comes from what is there:
Usefulness from what is not there.
- Lao-tzu. Tao Ta Ching.

significant by comparison. Like it or not,
we depend upon conferences to improve
the social condition. So we need to look
for ways to improve them - considerably.
Now that Beer has shown the way, it is
fairly easy to see how the technique itself
might be improved, although further ex
periment is of course desirable. The main
barrier to further advance is in fact the triv
ial one of "tidying up" the relationship
between the non-financial resources re
quired and reducing the dependence on
scarce skills.
As indicated in the various" future pos
sibilities» (above), conference groups
could themselves" experiment » in many
interesting ways, moving - as outlined 
towards the development of totally new vi
able structures. This would considerably
increase the value of conferences for all
concerned. We are not yet out of the ster
ile wilderness of present-day confer
ences, but at least we now have a worth
while direction in which to move. •
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n The innovation in the 10th century whereby zero was
incorporated as a symbol into the number system,is
considered one of the most important achievements
of the human intellect. It eliminated the need for cum
bersome systems (e.g. the Greek or Roman) which
severely impeded logical manipulation of numbers.
Is it possible that the next quantum leap in organiza
tional innovation .is concealed' by widespreadirra
tional abhorrence of any apparent «organizational
vacuum» ? This might be the « zero» in the progres~

sion in organiza.tional complexity. Does the « empti
ness >1 of the tensegrity represent such a zero - the
beginning of the linear progression 0, 1, 2, 3,.. 9 or,
in combination, the start of a new cycle from 10,
11.. ; ? Perhaps current organization is tra'pped in an
analogue to «Roman thinking" : I, 11, Ill,.. VIII, IX...
LXII...


